Method to Calculate the Retention Index in Hydrophilic Interaction Liquid Chromatography Using Normal Fatty Acid Derivatives as Calibrants.
Hydrophilic interaction liquid chromatography-mass spectrometry (HILIC-MS) is a complementary technique to reversed-phase liquid chromatography-mass spectrometry (RPLC-MS) and has been widely used to expand the coverage of the metabolome in MS-based metabolomics. However, the use of HILIC retention time (HILIC RT) in metabolites annotation is quite limited because of its poor reproducibility. Here, we developed a method to calculate the retention index in HILIC (HILIC RI) for calibration of HILIC RT. In this method, a mixture of 2-dimethylaminoethylamine (DMED)-labeled fatty acid standards with carbon chain length from C2 to C22 were selected as calibrants to establish a linear calibration equation between HILIC RT and carbon number for the calculation of HILIC RI. The calculated HILIC RIs based on a regression equation could efficiently calibrate the retention time shifts for 28 DMED-labeled carboxyl standards and DMED-labeled carboxyl metabolites in rat urine, serum and feces on a HILIC column with different gradient elution conditions. Furthermore, the developed HILIC RI strategy was applied to RT calibration of screened metabolites, the annotation of isomers in HILIC-MS-based metabolomics analysis for real samples, and the correction of isotope effects in chemical isotope labeling HILIC-MS analysis. Taken together, the resulting HILIC RI strategy is a promising analytical technique to improve the accuracy of metabolite annotation; it would be widely used in HILIC-MS-based metabolome analysis.